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From the weedy margin of a muddy inland lake we see a slowly moving object approach 

us.  Its body resembles a modern war machine with its heavy protective armor-plate and its 

retractable appendages.  The body shell to a great extent compensates for its lack of fire power 

for its enemies find it well-nigh impregnable.  Nearly all of the two hundred and fifty species are 

amphibious—adapted to both land and water.  Unlike our amphibious tanks which are well 

equipped with guns, the chelonians have no weapons for offense except their small claws and 

toothless mouths.  Deliberately and resolutely it moves about depending on its strength of armor 

for protection. 

Perhaps you have already surmised that chelonians are the common turtles, with which 

all of us are familiar.  When you were a child and read the fable of The Tortoise and the Hare, 

you undoubtedly wondered whether it differed from a turtle and if so to what extent.  Some are 

characterized by heavy “stump-shaped” hind legs and high arched shells; they can endure the hot 

sandy deserts and by the very nature of their feet are restricted to land—they are designated as 

tortoises.  On the other hand terrapins are certain species of fresh water turtles which are edible 

and consequently found on sale at the fish markets. 

In China turtles occupy an exalted position, being mentioned in the Book of Rites as one 

of the four benevolent spiritual animals and regarded as an example of righteousness and an 

emblem of old age.  Sacrifices have been made to them for protecting the dikes of the Yellow 

River, “China’s Sorrow.”  An old practice was that of scorching turtle shell bones with fire and 

then reading the cracks that appeared to determine the Supreme Ruler’s will. 

The armor consists of two parts—the upper shell is called the carapace while the lower 

half is the plastron.  Both parts of the shell are subdivided into several scale-like segments 

termed shields.  In classifying turtles, the number and shapes of these shields are important.  As 

the animal increases in size, demands are made upon the shell for expansion with the result that 

each scale-like segment grows peripherally (in circumference).  In many cases rings are formed 

where the new growth commences indicating another year’s development.  Just as the age of 

trees may be discerned by counting their annual rings, likewise the age of many species of turtles 

may be thus ascertained.  Unfortunately, other species cast off their old shells annually and 

attrition wears down the shells of others making an accurate age-reading impossible.  Painting 

the shell of a living turtle in order to make a novelty of it definitely interferes with its proper 

development.  Should you receive such a novelty by all means remove the lacquer with a sharp 

razor blade. 

According to records it is not uncommon for a turtle to reach the half century mark.  

Some are estimated to reach the age of two hundred years.  The largest turtles in existence are 

the famous leatherbacks of the coastal region of the South Atlantic States which often attain the 

tremendous weight of six to eight hundred pounds. 

Being a member of the class of Reptiles, it reproduces by means of eggs.  They literally 

resemble ping pong balls in size (in most cases), shape and color.  The egg is pure white and has 

a tough, leathery shell, and when it is fresh it will bounce.  Neither pigment not pattern is present 

in the eggshell because camouflage is unnecessary since turtles instinctively dig a flash-shaped 

hole in the ground in which they deposit their eggs. 



No further care is given them by their parents; they are abandoned.  In warmer regions 

the heat of the sand incubates them while in cooler climates decomposed vegetation is placed in 

the nest to provide warmth.  Eggs are laid in large numbers to compensate for the high mortality 

in early life.  When the young leave the nest they are seriously handicapped because they have 

no parental guidance or protection.  As their shells are still soft and their movements are very 

slow they become easy prey. 

The Green Turtle and the Diamond Back are commonly used in making soup while the 

shell of the Hawksbill is used for decorations. 

Even though these lowly creatures may lack appeal to the casual observer, they do 

possess many interesting traits and characteristics which give evidence of divine design and 

purpose in nature. 
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